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Online Security Expert Interviewed on Mom After Hours Podcast

BENNET, NE (August 12, 2020) –
You may think an online security expert would tend to grant interviews to tech blogs and magazines, or
perhaps on platforms aimed at businesses or government agencies. While those are perfectly logical
media outlets for such a person, the owner and CEO of a quickly growing internet security company in
Nebraska recently granted an interview with Mom After Hours, a podcast and website dealing with a wide
variety of topics that affect modern moms.
Stacy Eldridge (pictured), an FBI veteran and owner of Silicon Prairie Cyber Services, explains her inspired
choice to market herself to mothers everywhere: “I love getting on podcasts like Mom After Hours because
it helps me spread my message to people who aren't thinking about data protection or cybersecurity. I
hope to convey a message that provides an 'aha' moment to help them begin their journey to secure their
data.”
She went on to say that her mission is to educate small businesses and entrepreneurs of the importance
of data protection services, in order to protect both their business and customer data. “Many small
businesses assume that they won't be a target of a cyber-attack because they are small; unfortunately,
that's just not true.”
Brandi Wiatrak, host of the Mom After Hours podcast added, “I wish I had her on my show sooner! Stacy
was instrumental in helping my audience better understand cybersecurity, catfishing, and how to protect
themselves online.”
The podcast has interviewed experts, authors, and everyday moms, and the site describes the host as
discussing everything from “mental health struggles to relationship woes and everything in between. If
millennial moms are googling it, we’re talking about it.”
Follow Stacy on social media for cyber security tips, events and trends in the industry, and small
businesses can learn how to sign up for a free discovery session on her website.
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